Questions and Answers for Request for Applications #2021-2120-WPD
Kingman Rangers Workforce Development Program

Q1. Will DOEE provide a partner list for entities to easily collaborate amongst each other?
A1. DOEE cannot take an active role in pairing up potential joint applicants, but you may do your own research on entities to potentially partner with and initiate a joint application on your own.

Q2. What is the reimbursement schedule?
A2. See Section 6.2 of the RFA (Reimbursement of Project Expenditures, Advances, and Disbursement of Funds). The grantee may invoice on any schedule that works for them.

Q3. Does DOEE prefer or expect that training for the rangers be completed in the off season?
A3. No. The grantee may choose a training schedule within the performance period that works for them.

Q4. Will entities be able to incorporate summer youth programming on the Island?
A4. Yes. Applicants can incorporate summer youth programming on the island.

Q5. Should grantees include funding for uniforms or materials in their budget?
A5. The grantee does not need to include in their budget funding for uniforms or materials like shovels, rakes, trash bags, tools, flashlights, bug spray, sunscreen, and other general maintenance supplies.

Note:
   a) Specialized supplies that a grantee is interested in purchasing for Ranger use should be included in the budget.
   b) Rangers will perform their duty in uniforms designed and provided by DOEE.